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ABSTRACT We have developed a multiscale structure prediction technique to study solution- and adsorbed-state ensembles
of biomineralization proteins. The algorithm employs a Metropolis Monte Carlo-plus-minimization strategy that varies all torsional
and rigid-body protein degrees of freedom.We applied the technique to fold statherin, starting from a fully extended peptide chain
in solution, in the presence of hydroxyapatite (HAp) (001), (010), and (100) monoclinic crystals. Blind (unbiased) predictions
capture experimentally observed macroscopic and high-resolution structural features and show minimal statherin structural
change upon adsorption. The dominant structural difference between solution and adsorbed states is an experimentally
observed folding event in statherin’s helical binding domain. Whereas predicted statherin conformers vary slightly at three
different HAp crystal faces, geometric and chemical similarities of the surfaces allow structurally promiscuous binding. Finally,
we compare blind predictions with those obtained from simulation biased to satisfy all previously published solid-state NMR
(ssNMR) distance and angle measurements (acquired fromHAp-adsorbed statherin). Atomic clashes in these structures suggest
a plausible, alternative interpretation of some ssNMR measurements as intermolecular rather than intramolecular. This work
demonstrates that a combination of ssNMR and structure prediction could effectively determine high-resolution protein structures
at biomineral interfaces.INTRODUCTION
High-resolution structures of surface-adsorbed proteins
cannot be determined by contemporary experimentalmethods
(1), presenting a unique challenge for computational structure
prediction in biomineralization systems. On one hand, the
absence of training sets and/or benchmarks derived from
experimental data makes rigorous algorithmic testing and
parameterization difficult. On the other hand, this limitation
places special emphasis on the computational investigation
of protein-surface interactions, as computation is currently
the only means of obtaining atomic coordinates for protein-
adsorbed states.
Protein-surface simulations that model the protein with
entirely atomistic or entirely coarse-grained representations
address different problems (2). Atomistic simulations can
calculate adsorption energies (3–9), compare face or phase
preferences of proteins formaterials (6,7), can include explicit
solvent (4,5,10), etc., but require too much computer time to
predict entire structures a priori. Coarse-grained models can
predict bulk phenomena of polymers/proteins interacting
with surfaces (11–13) or enumerate all conformations of
hypothetical polymers on two-dimensional square lattices
(12), but cannot resolve atomic aspects of molecular systems.
As in other disciplines of computational biology, a multiscale
approach can be used to rapidly search conformation space
while maintaining atomic resolution (14,15).
A handful of solid-state NMR (ssNMR) techniques can
determine the relative position of atoms at the protein-surface
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vary protein statherin interacting with hydroxyapatite (HAp)
has the greatest number of published ssNMR measurements:
three protein-surface intermolecular distances (19,21,22),
seven protein intramolecular distances, and five protein back-
bone torsion angles (20,24,25), making the statherin-HAp
system the most amenable for comparison with high-resolu-
tion protein-surface structure prediction algorithms. Sta-
therin, a 43-residue doubly phosphorylated salivary protein
(27), inhibits HAp crystallization and spontaneous calcium
phosphate precipitation in vivo (28) and binds HAp in vitro
(29). HAp is the primary mineral component in all mamma-
lian skeletal and dental tissues (30). Statherin’s structure is
thought to affect fimbriae mediated bacterial colonization of
dentin, a cause of human periodontal disease (31).
In a previous study, our lab modified the Rosetta structure
prediction suite (32–38) to dock proteins to solid surfaces
(RosettaSurface) and predicted a set of statherin conformers
bound to the (001) monoclinic face of HAp (39). Although
that work represented a significant improvement in protein-
structure prediction at solid surfaces, simplifications were
necessary to make the system tractable. Specifically, sta-
therin had been prefolded in implicit solvent using Rosetta
ab initio (20) and refined using four ssNMR intramolecular
distance constraints (acquired from statherin bound to
HAp); the docking simulation that ensued assumed a fixed
backbone and included only a single crystal face of HAp.
One critique of that approach is that the number of protein
conformations satisfying only four intramolecular distance
constraints is expected to be large, and selecting only one
conformation neglects the effect of HAp on statherin’s
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.01.033
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surface catalyzed structural transitions and conformational
selection by HAp for statherin. Similarly, specificity/promis-
cuity cannot be thoroughly tested by simulating adsorption
to a single HAp face, and it is not known which face(s) is
biologically relevant for statherin adsorption. Also, a fixed-
backbone simulation requires advanced structural knowl-
edge, an advantage not common in protein-surface studies.
In this study, we present what is, to our knowledge, the first
structure-prediction-based algorithm capable of folding
a protein in the presence of a solid surface. The algorithm
can rapidly generate and energy-minimize protein folds and
docked orientations, representing a significant improvement
in the conformational space accessible during simulation.
Because surfaces are suspected to catalyze structural transi-
tions, this RosettaSurface protocol generates large ensembles
in the solution and adsorbed states. With this protocol, we
address the following questions: i), How similar are the solu-
tion- and adsorbed-state structures? ii), How does the protein
structure differ at three different HAp surfaces ((001), (010),
and (100))? iii), Is the RosettaSurface algorithm robust
enough to capture known structural features without any
bias beginning from a fully extended peptide chain in solu-
tion? Finally, we add ssNMR constraints to the RosettaSur-
face simulation. The outcome of constrained simulation helps
interpret the RosettaSurface and ssNMR structural data and
provides proof of concept for a combined technique to aid
in adsorbed-state structure determination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Each execution of theRosettaSurface algorithmdeveloped for this study folds
a peptide from a fully extended conformation and results in one energy-mini-
mized candidate solution- and adsorbed-state structure. Large ensembles of
105 candidate solution- and adsorbed-state structures were generated from
which the lowest-energy structures, from each state, were chosen for further
analysis. See the Supporting Material for a complete description of the new
structure prediction methods developed for this study, construction of all
materials (peptides, surfaces, etc.), and data analysis methods.
RESULTS
We applied the RosettaSurface protocol to statherin interact-
ing with the HAp (001) monoclinic surface. We also demon-
strated the algorithmic portability by adsorbing a control
peptide to the HAp (001) surface. In addition, we ran two
NMR-biased simulations (adsorbing statherin to HAp’s
(001) face) to assess the quality of unbiased RosettaSurface
predictions and to help infer structure from ssNMR measure-
ments. Finally, we applied the RosettaSurface protocol to two
other HAp surfaces ((010) and (100)) to probe statherin
specificity.
In all simulations, we generated 105 decoys for both the
solution and adsorbed state. Approximately 3.5  104
conformers were sampled for each of the 105 decoys gener-
ated; therefore, ~3.5  109 conformers were assessed by theRosettaSurface energy function in each ‘‘run’’. For all runs,
the top scoring 0.1% (100 decoys) from each state was
selected for further analysis. RosettaSurface generation of
every 104 decoys produced structurally similar top-scoring
(i.e., converged) decoys. We generated 105 decoys to enrich
top-scoring decoys for subsequent statistical analysis.
Because the middle segment of statherin is thought to be
unstructured, analysis is often carried out with respect to
three individual statherin segments (40,41). Here we adopt
a similar convention when applicable: residues 1–15 referred
to as N-terminal, 16–29 as middle, and 30–43 as C-terminal.
Statherin in implicit solvent
Fig. 1 details the predicted structure of statherin in solution.
Fig. 1 a shows the population of three secondary structure
motifs at each residue, averaged over the 100 top-scoring
decoys from each of three runs. The predicted structure of
the N-terminal segment is mostly helical from residues 4–12,
with a ‘‘frayed’’ helical motif from residues 13–15; residues
1 and 2 are mostly unstructured. The C-terminal segment
exhibits moderate helical structure, which initiates at Pro-36
and fluctuates between turn- and helix-like hydrogen-bond
configurations. The middle segment is more difficult to char-
acterize due to structural dispersion. The Ramachandran plot
(Fig. 1 b) shows that Rosetta predicts a mostly polyproline II
(PPII) and b-turn structure in the middle segment, with
moderate right- and left-handed helical structure. The occur-
rence of torsion angles indicative of canonical secondary
structure (Fig. 1 b) coupled with a lack of persistent local
hydrogen-bonded secondary structure (Fig. 1 a) may arise
from the abundance of proline residues (seven from residues
20–36). Coordinates for the 10 top-scoring decoys (Fig. 1 c)
show regular helical structure in the N-terminal segment,
a structurally dispersed middle segment, and partially struc-
tured C-terminal segment.
Previous experimental measurements on solvated statherin
support these predictions. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of
a solvated statherin fragment comprising the N-terminal
segment display a significant population of helix (17,41).
NMR experiments on full-length statherin in the helix-stabi-
lizing solvent 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) suggest a PPII
type secondary structure for statherin’s middle segment
(40). CD experiments on a statherin fragment comprising
the middle segment found a b-turn structure in TFE and a
PPII structure in phosphate buffered saline (41). CD spectra
of a statherin fragment comprising the C-terminal segment
show turn-like secondary structure (41), whereasNMRexper-
iments on full-length statherin in TFE predict a helical struc-
ture from residues 36–43 (40).
Structure and binding of statherin at the HAp (001)
surface
Fig. 2 a shows the change in secondary structure upon
adsorption (upper panel), average change in side-chainBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3082–3091
3084 Masica and GrayFIGURE 1 Predicted statherin solution-state structure. (a) Distributions of three secondary structure motifs averaged for three independent simulations (error
bars represent standard deviation from the mean, for clarity, shown only for helix). (b) Ramachandran plot for 100 top-scoring structures shows regions of
populated (4,j) space at each residue (blue to red ¼ N- to C-terminus). (c) Coordinates for 10 top-scoring solution-state decoys superimposed about the
N-terminal binding domain.solvent-accessible surface area (A˚2) upon adsorption (middle
panel), and the frequency that each residue adsorbed to HAp
in the 100 top-scoring decoys (lower panel); all are plotted
against residue number.
In the N-terminal binding domain, the dominant structural
difference between states occurs between residues 12 and 14
(upper panel, Fig. 2 a). RosettaSurface predicts that Gly-12 is
a helical cap in the solution state, a common role of glycine resi-
dues at the carboxy terminus of helices (42). The frayed helix
motif at residues 12–14 is stabilized upon adsorption (Fig. 3).
In solution (Fig. 3 a), we find that electrostatics cause the
binding residues to orient in a manner that complements the
chemistry and geometry of theHAp surface (latticematching),
with the exception of Arg-13. Arg-13 is the only ionic residue
in the binding domain without a residue of complementary
charge nearby. Therefore, Arg-13 has a higher tendency to
position its side chain away from Arg-9 and Arg-10 and
Biophysical Journal 96(8) 3082–3091thus away from the binding interface. Upon adsorption
(Fig. 3 b), however, HAp shields local protein electrostatics
and facilities a conformational change extending the helix,
placing the positively charged arginine side chain in contact
with negatively charged HAp phosphates. NMR measure-
ments support an adsorption-induced shift toward helical
4 angles at glycine 12 (25).
With the exception of the above-mentioned structural
difference between states, predicted solution- and adsorbed-
state structures are similar. In our previous study (39), we
found that a helical fold for the N-terminal segment facilitates
a lattice-matching arrangement of binding residues. Here we
find that lattice-matching conformers also dominate the solu-
tion-state energy minima, and that a combination of van der
Waals forces, electrostatic, and hydrogen-bond interactions
cause unfolded states to score poorly relative to folded states
at the interface and in solution.
Solution- and Adsorbed-State Statherin 3085FIGURE 2 Predicted binding and
structural statistics for statherin adsorbed
to HAp. (a) Three adsorption phenomena
plotted against residue for the 100
top-scoring decoys adsorbed to the
(001) surface. The upper panel shows
the average change in secondary structure
uponadsorption. Themiddle panel shows
the average change in solvent-accessible
surface area (A˚2) upon adsorption. The
lower panel shows the adsorption
frequency. Background shading (blue,
green, and red) indicates the defined
statherin segments (N-terminal, middle,
and C-terminal respectively). Statherin
amino-acid (one-letter code) sequence
plotted along upper x axis. (b) Histogram
showing distribution of N-terminal helic-
ity for 1000 top-scoring and (c) 1000
randomly selected decoys.The structural similarity between solution- and adsorbed-
states might come from insufficient sampling; however,
analysis to this point had been restricted to decoys in the
top-scoring 0.1%.We compared the 1000 top-scoring decoys
with 1000 randomly selected decoys to see if diverse struc-
tures were being sampled at the interface but not being
selected by the RosettaSurface energy function. Fig. 2,
b and c, show the distribution of helical content for the
N-terminal binding domain, in the context of full-length sta-
therin, for the 1000 top-scoring and 1000 randomly selected
adsorbed-state decoys respectively. More than 55% percent
of the top-scoring 1000 (Fig. 2 b) decoys have greater than
70%helicity in the adsorbed-stateN-terminal bindingdomain,
whereas only 30% of the randomly chosen decoys meet this
criteria (Fig. 2 c). Also, 2% of the randomly chosen decoys
have a completely unfolded (i.e., 0% helicity) adsorbed-state
N-terminal binding domain, whereas completely unfolded
decoys are absent in the top 1000. Thus, sampling includes
both nonhelical and helical states, but helical states are
selected by the RosettaSurface energy function.Fig. 2 a also shows the predicted binding pattern of HAp-
adsorbed statherin at each residue (middle and lower panels).
The middle panel in Fig. 2 a shows the change in solvent
accessibility upon adsorption, and the lower panel shows
the adsorption frequency of each residue. In general, high
binding frequency at a residue should correspond to a decrease
in solvent accessibility relative to the solution state; however,
the correlation can vary based on changes in protein fold.
RosettaSurface predicts that the acidic residues Sep-2 and
Sep-3 and the basic residues Lys-6, Arg-9, Arg-10, and
Arg-13 adsorb frequently. Strong electrostatic interactions
locate these residues at the surface, and in the case of the basic
residues, there is also a large energetic contribution from
hydrogen bonding with HAp surface phosphates. Interest-
ingly, Glu-5 adsorbs significantly more often than Glu-4.
The fact that neighboring glutamate residues bind the surface
disproportionately suggests some orientational specificity.
This specificity may arise from statherin’s fold coupled with
strong binding of its Sep and basic residues. Sep-2, Sep-3,
Lys-6, Arg-9, Arg-10, and Arg-13 have been implicated inFIGURE 3 Adsorption induced folding event about
statherin’s Gly-12 as predicted by RosettaSurface. (a)
RosettaSurface predicts that the statherin solution-state
N-terminal 15-mer is partially stabilized by an electrostatic
network (dashed lines) among its ionic residues (shown in
stick representation). (b) Superposition of representative
solution- (gray) and adsorbed-state (teal) decoys depicting
predicted adsorption induced folding event.
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3086 Masica and GrayFIGURE 4 Adsorption induced folding event in a control peptide predicted by RosettaSurface. (a) Three adsorption phenomena plotted against residue
number (see Fig. 2 a caption for complete description of these three phenomena) show strong HAp binding via the control peptide’s ionic residues that is
facilitated by a considerable unfolding event in the peptide’s central region. (b) Representative solution-state (left) and HAp-absorbed models for control
peptide.binding by mutagenesis (41,43), deletion (41), and ssNMR
experiments (19). An important experiment might investigate
the absence/presence of preferential adsorption for one of the
neighboring glutamate residues at positions 4 and 5.
The middle and C-terminal segments (Fig. 2 a) show
minimal change in secondary structure (Fig. 2 a, upper panel)
and minimal binding (Fig. 2 a,middle and lower panels). The
combined effect of strong N-terminal binding, a semirigid
proline-rich middle segment, and the energetic cost of desol-
vating the HAp surface enables only weak interaction of
middle andC-terminal segments. Aside from a lone glutamate
residue at position 26, there are no charged side chains
downstream of Arg-13, and therefore little electrostatic
compensation for HAp desolvation. It has been experimen-
tally demonstrated that the middle and C-terminal segments
have little or no affinity for HAp (41).
Adsorption of a control peptide
Although unfolded states were significantly populated at the
time of adsorption (Fig. 2 c), those states did not significantly
populate the top-scoring decoys (Fig. 2 b). As a further test of
the algorithm’s ability to capture extended states on the
surface, we sought a control peptide of known conformation
whose ionizable side-chain positioning would require adsorp-
tion-induced rearrangement to complement HAp surface elec-
trostatics. One candidate is the 17-residue peptide designed by
Marqusee et al. (44). This polyalanine peptide was designed
to fold into a helix by placing three glutamate-lysine pairs at
i and i þ 4 positions in its primary sequence; the peptide was
determined to be helical usingCDspectroscopy.We simulated
the adsorption of this control peptide to the (001) surface of
HAp using the same protocol.
RosettaSurface predicts a mostly helical fold for the
control peptide in solution, staggering its ion pairs about
Biophysical Journal 96(8) 3082–3091the circumference of its helix. A significant unfolding event
is required if the ionizable side chains are to compliment the
surface. Fig. 4 a shows that the control peptide undergoes
drastic conformational change upon adsorption accompanied
by strong binding of the ionic residues. Adsorption stabilizes
the otherwise frayed termini and the central portion unfolds,
placing ionizable residues in contact with the HAp surface.
The surface induced/selected unfolding event is depicted
structurally in Fig. 4 b. This control shows that the Rosetta-
Surface protocol developed for this study can select for gross
structural differences between solution and adsorbed states.
Comparison with NMR data
We compared RosettaSurface decoys with all published
high-resolution ssNMR distance and angle measurements
(acquired from HAp-adsorbed statherin). The histograms in
Supporting Material, Fig. S2, a–c, show this comparison
separated into angle, intra-, and intermolecular distance
measurements for statherin adsorbed to the HAp (001)
surface. RosettaSurface predictions agree with the 15 pub-
lished ssNMR measurements; however, the following
measurements disagreed: the long-range intramolecular
distances Pro-23–Pro33 and Pro-23–Tyr-34, and the intermo-
lecular distance between Phe-14 and the nearest HAp phos-
phorus. These distances vary between top-scoring models in
our simulation, and no single measurement is predicted.
To investigate the above-mentioned discrepancies, we
added a harmonic potential to the RosettaSurface energy
function to bias the simulation toward satisfying all ssNMR
distance and angle measurements. The histograms in
Fig. S2, ay–cy, show the increased accuracy, with respect to
ssNMR measurements, that resulted from biasing the simula-
tion. NMR-biased simulation satisfies the long-range distance
measurements between Pro-23 and Pro-33 and Pro-23 and
Solution- and Adsorbed-State Statherin 3087Tyr-34. To determinewhy these long-range distancemeasure-
ments disagreedwith unbiasedRosettaSurface simulation, we
analyzed the residue-specific energies for biased and unbiased
simulations. In general, decoys generated from biased simula-
tions had poor repulsive van der Waals scores and scored
worse than decoys obtained from unbiased simulations.
Satisfying the long-range distance, measurements between
residues 23 and 33 and 23 and 34 always produced steric
clashes among intervening residues. These steric clashes
likely excluded decoys satisfying long-range distance
measurements from being enriched in the 100 top-scoring
decoys fromunbiased simulations. Fig. S3a shows a represen-
tative structure highlighting clashes caused by the long-range
distance constraint between Pro-23 and Tyr-34.
A surprising consistency between NMR biased and unbi-
ased simulation was the predicted ~6.5 A˚ Pro-33–Tyr-38
distance. The experimentally measured distance of ~5.5 A˚
was rarely captured despite the potential function bias to
meet that distance constraint. The Pro-33–Tyr-38 andTyr-34–
Tyr-38 distance constraints always produced clashes. Clashes
were so severe between residues 33 and 38 that even with bias
only 31 of the 100 top-scoring decoys satisfied the constraint.
However, in 59 of the 100 top-scoring decoys the Pro-33–
Tyr-38 distance is between 6 and 7 A˚; these decoys achieved
good atomic packing without creating steric clashes. Fig. S3 b
shows some clashes created when satisfying the Pro-33–
Tyr-38 distance measurement.
Inclusion of ssNMR bias led to a significant adsorption-
induced folding event in the C-terminal segment (data not
shown). As much as 55% of the population shifted from turn
to helix between residues 31 and 38 during biased predic-
tions; no such transition results from unbiased predictions
(Fig. 2 a, upper panel). Based on the Pro-23–Pro-33, Pro-23–
Tyr-34, Pro-33 and Tyr-38, and Tyr-34–Tyr-38 ssNMR
measured distances, Goobes et al. (20) concluded that a signif-
icant C-terminal folding event accompanied HAp adsorption.
In the absence of a biasing potential, Phe-14 tends to adsorb
infrequently relative to the rest of thebindingdomain. It is diffi-
cult to determine whether this departure from ssNMR experi-
ment arises from insufficient sampling and/or a deficiency in
the energy function. To see if we could eliminate the energy
function as a possibility, we ran a second biased simulation,
whereby the protein-surface intermolecular constraints were
only enforced to form the initial adsorbed-state complex.
Subsequent moves did not bias the relative rigid-body posi-
tions of the protein and surface. Therefore, top-scoring decoys
will likely display enriched binding of Phe-14 if the energy
function favors the sampled adsorbed-state conformations.
We found that even though the initial adsorbed-state complex
satisfied the HAp–Phe-14 distance constraint, subsequent
moves often removed Phe-14 from the surface. Therefore,
even when conformations with Phe-14 adsorbed are sampled,
the energy function does not favor the adsorption of Phe-14.
Although this suggests the energy function is deficient,
a second possibility is that Phe-14 adsorbs but the correctstatherin conformations were not found despite extensive
sampling of adsorbed-state conformations.Another possibility
is that the Phe-14 ssNMRmeasured distance is not relevant to
the predictions made here. Phe-14 ssNMR distance measure-
mentswere acquired in the context of a statherinmolecule trun-
cated at residue 15, leaving a negatively charged carboxyl
group adjacent to Phe-14 that was not present in our models.
Statherin adsorption at the (010) and (100) faces
of HAp
It is not known towhich face(s) ofHAp statherin binds. To test
whether RosettaSurface could distinguish surfaces relevant to
statherin recognition,we applied our protocol to dock statherin
to two additional HAp surfaces, (010) and (100). Atomically
flat, mixed-charge terminations were used at each surface.
Simulation methodology was identical at all three surfaces.
Surprisingly, similar statherin conformers adsorbed to
three HAp faces ((001) face in Fig. 2 a and (010) and (100)
faces in Fig. S4, a and b, respectively). In all three runs, the
adsorbed state is mostly helical, and the N-terminal acidic
and basic residues bind the charged HAp surface.
The most significant difference in statherin’s conformation
at the three surfaces is the more pronounced folding event
about Gly-12 at the (001) (Fig. 2 a) surface compared to the
(010) and (100) surfaces (Fig. S4, a and b, respectively).
One reason folding may differ slightly at each surface is the
geometry of the binding moieties replicated across the three
surfaces. In Fig. 5 a, the white parallelogram shows the inter-
stice of the phosphate-oxygen triad (IPOT) motif, the motif
hypothesized to be responsible for binding statherin’s basic
residues at theHAp (001) face in our previous fixed-backbone
docking study (39). The IPOT motif is a periodic replication
of open phosphate clusters, which expose hydrogen-bond-
accepting oxygen atoms and afford favorable van der Waals
forces and electrostatic interactions. Similar motifs are shown
for the (010) and (100) surfaces in Figs. 5, b and c, respec-
tively. Among these motifs, the IPOT on the (001) surface
has unique dimensions (a parallelogram with 9.42 A˚ sides
and 16.2 A˚ diagonal) when compared to the motifs on the
(010) and (100) surfaces (both are rectangles, 9.42 by 6.88 A˚
and an 11.64 A˚ diagonal). The motif dimension at the (001)
surface is more easily complemented by a statherin binding
domain in the extended helix fold (~16 A˚ in length). This
correlation may account for the elevated binding of Arg-13
at the (001) HAp face, whereas there is elevated binding of
Asp-1 and/or Glu-4 at the (010) and (100) faces.
DISCUSSION
Structural differences in the solution
and adsorbed states
Protein adsorption has historically been associated with
unfolding and/or structural rearrangement (45). This notionBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3082–3091
3088 Masica and GrayFIGURE 5 Predicted binding motifs
on three HAp surfaces. (a) The IPOT
motif (38) of the (001) monoclinic
face of HAp and similar motifs on the
(b) (010) and (c) (100) monoclinic faces
of HAp.may have arisen, to some extent, from the fact that protein-
surface interactions are often studied using stock-room
proteins such as lysozyme, albumin, and fibrinogen that have
not evolved to bind to the surfaces studied in those ex-
periments (46–50). Whereas gross unfolding events may
be expected to accompany nonspecific adsorption owing to
an increase in entropy, stable, well-defined adsorbed-state
folds have been experimentally inferred in several evolved
systems including antifreeze proteins binding ice (51–53)
and HAp and calcite biomineralization systems (54–57).
The findings in this study suggest that the binding domain
of statherin has evolved such that the solution and adsorbed
states are similar, and hence little conformational rearrange-
ment upon adsorption is necessary. This finding is supported
by CD experiments that suggest the N-terminal segment of
statherin to be stable and partially helical in solution (17,41)
and ssNMR measurements that predict that the adsorbed
state is also helical (24,25).
The only significant structural difference between stather-
in’s predicted solution and HAp-bound states is the exten-
sion of the helical conformation in the binding domain
of the HAp-bound states. This prediction agrees with ssNMR
measurements (25) and addresses an apparent conflict
between macro and microscopic studies on statherin’s solu-
tion and adsorbed states. Naganagowda et al. (40) observed
a single sharp 31P NMR signal at -2 and Sep-3, and Shaw
et al. (25) measured 4 angles at Leu-8 and Gly-12, 73 and
80, respectively, in the solution state. Conversely, two inde-
pendent CD spectra (17,41) recorded on statherin’s N-
terminal binding domain indicate that helical conformers
are populated in solution. Because ssNMR measurements
predict a helical structure for statherin’s N-terminal binding
domain in the adsorbed state (24,25), disagreements with
respect to the solution state have led some to report large-
scale HAp induced folding, whereas others suggest little or
no difference between the states. Based on our findings,
we suggest an intermediate model where statherin solution
states are partially prestructured for adsorption. We find
that Asp-1 and Sep-2 are not part of any regular secondary
structure and that a folding event occurs near Gly-12. These
models agree with CD data and suggest that the macroscopicBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3082–3091structure of the N-terminal binding domain is partially
helical in solution.
Structural differences at the three HAp surfaces
Themean score at the (001), (010), and (100) faces is77 7,
77  6, and 77  6 REU, respectively (see Materials
and Methods in the Supporting Material). These small differ-
ences in score suggest promiscuous binding at three HAp
surfaces. Similarly, predicted structures at the threeHAp faces
agree approximately equally well with ssNMR experimental
measurements (data not shown for HAp (010) and (100)
surfaces). The chemistry and geometry at the three HAp
surfaces is similar, and small changes in statherin’s backbone
and side-chain torsion angles can complement the three HAp
surfaces in similar ways with small energetic barriers. But,
because the simulation of all physiological conditions during
biomineralization is not feasible (protein concentration,
protein-protein interactions, salt concentration, simultaneous
crystallization of all relevant faces, etc.), the relevant free
energy of adsorption cannot be calculated. It is therefore diffi-
cult to assess the effects such small structural perturbations
might impart on specificity.
The vast knowledge obtained from studying crystallized
protein-protein complexes from the Protein Data Bank (58)
makes it tempting to assume proteins generally interact in
a highly specific manner. But theremay be considerable differ-
ences in thewayproteins behave at phase boundaries compared
to globular protein-protein association. For instance, biomin-
eral inhibition could be accomplished by adsorbing protein to
all or several faces of a growing biomineral, the relative rates
depending on the intrinsic energy of each exposed face. Also,
the presence of an adsorbate proteinmay be sufficient to inhibit
biomineralization, regardless of whether a single structure
dominates the free energyminimum.With an increasednumber
of ssNMRmeasurements, itmaybepossible to constrain biased
simulations to determine the relevant binding face(s). For
instance, the arrangement of ionic side chains in constrained
structures may electrostatically repel the relative calcium and
phosphate geometries at some HAp surfaces, potentially iden-
tifying such faces as incompatible with statherin binding.
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de novo
Results from unbiased simulations agree well with experi-
ment considering the conformational space associated with
folding a protein at an interface. Also, adsorption of a control
peptide resulted in an anticipated unfolding event between
solution and adsorbed states. The largest departure from
experiment was the absence of predicted structures in agree-
ment with ssNMR measured long-range Pro-23–Pro-33
and Pro-23–Tyr-34 distances and the intermolecular HAp–
Phe-14 distance.
Proline rich segments, such as the statherin segment
comprising residues 23–34, often give rise to structural
dispersion due to torsional constraints imposed by proline’s
imide bond and an absence of backbone hydrogen-bond
donors (59). Given that the magnitude of the long-range
distance measurements span the HAp unit cell (long-range
distance measurements are 8.0–11.5 A˚; HAp unit cell a ¼
9.4 A˚), one possible explanation for this discrepancy is that
the ssNMR experiments detected protein-protein intermolec-
ular interactions from adjacently adsorbed statherin mole-
cules. Also, the isotopic labeling scheme at Pro-23 included
fluorine (20), and fluorine labeled proline residues can change
and/or stabilize protein folds via electronegative inductive
effects (60). Rosetta sampled proline cis- and trans-isomers
and alternate ring puckers and still did not avoid these steric
clashes.
Another possible explanation for discrepancies between
ssNMR measurements and our predictions is the RosettaSur-
face energy function and representation of the system. Roset-
taSurface accounts for solvent implicitly rather than explicitly
representing individual water molecules and salt ions, and
watermolecules and salt ions can influence protein adsorption
(11). Furthermore, the EEF-1 implicit solvent model (43)
employed by RosettaSurface was not originally developed
to capture solvent effects at interfaces. Finally, the charge
density at the statherin-HAp interface is significant, and it
has not been demonstrated that the distant-dependent-dielec-
tricmethod applied here can correctly account for electrostatic
effects at such an interface.
Unbiased RosettaSurface simulation did not predict the
C-terminal folding event that biased simulation predicted.
Structures predicted from biased simulation place Pro-36 in
themiddle of ana-helix. Proline residues are rare in themiddle
of a-helices and always produce a kink of ~20–30 or greater
(61). Unbiased simulation predicts that the C-terminal a-helix
initiates at Pro-36 (Fig. 1 a), in agreement with solution-state
NMR measurements for statherin in TFE (40).
It is difficult to infer detailed protein structure from
minimal experimental constraints. RosettaSurface-predicted
structures present a concern for interpreting ssNMR long-
range distance measurements as intramolecular, suggest
alternative interpretations consistent with the data, and
propose experiments that could determine the correct inter-pretation(s). Similarly, RosettaSurface predicted Phe-14
adsorption only after ssNMR bias was added to the simula-
tion, highlighting the benefit experimental measurements
can impart in computational structure prediction. The
synergy between ssNMR and RosettaSurface may be partic-
ularly useful because adsorbed-state structures cannot be
determined via alternative methods.
Prospects for a combined ssNMR RosettaSurface
method
The concluding remarks of Goobes et al. (18) in their 2007
review on ssNMR spectroscopy and protein-surface interac-
tions highlight the importance of the methods developed for
this study: ‘‘Current protein structure prediction programs
cannot predict the folded state of a protein in the presence
of another macromolecule or surface starting from an
unfolded or random coil conformation. The ultimate goal of
computational technique development would be to assert
the experimental observation of a transition from an unfolded
state to an active state upon exposure of the potential energy of
the surface.’’ For the work presented in this study, we devel-
oped a program capable of accomplishing such a goal.
FutureRosettaSurfaceNMRcollaborations on newsystems
may take the following form: educate initial placement of
isotopically labeled amino-acid pairs by analysis of unbiased
RosettaSurface output, considering areas of high and low
confidence. The initial NMR measurements would in turn
confirm or refute high-confidence predictions and inform
low-confidence predictions for subsequent rounds of biased
simulations. Given the results of this work, it may be possible
to converge on plausible structures with only a few iterations
of a combinedmethod.Wewishnot to understate the difficulty
of such a collaboration, but to emphasize the unique capability
it possess to address the difficult and important problem of
macromolecular structure prediction at interfaces.
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